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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 General 

This safety evaluation report (SER) addresses operation of the Internals 
lndezing Fizture (!IF) Processing Syst~m. 

After removal of the THI-2 reactor vessel head the !IF will be placed on the 
vessel flange and the reactor coolant ~evel will be raised to partially fill 
the llF. The llF proceasing system is designed to provide reactor coolant 
water processing capability during the time between bead removal and ~lenum 
removal. The need for the IIF p=ocesaing system is determined baaed on 
limited reactor coolant proces~~ng capability in the drained down condition 
and the desire to provide adequate water cleanup ca~city to minimize 
radiation dose rates around the !IF. 

The purpose of this SER is to identify and evaluate safety issues relating 
to the operation of the !IF processing system to assure that this system may 
be operated without presenting undue risk to the health and safety of the 
public. 

1.2 Organization 

Section 2.0 of this SER provides a description of the llF processing system, 
including a detailed system description, a physical description, and a list 
of major systems required to support the llF processing system. Section 3.0 
addresses safety concerns including boron dilution potential and 
radiological considerations. Section 4.0 provides the lOCFR 50.59 
evaluation, Section 5.0 contains the summary and conclusions, and Section 
6.0 is a list of r~ferencea. 

1.3 Coucluaions 

Based on the evaluation of safety concerns given in this SER, it is 
concluded that the liP processing system does not constitute an unrevie~ed 
safety question and may be operated without presenting undue risk to the 
health and safety of the public. 

2.0 Functioning of the System 

The llF processing system is designed to use the submerged demin~ralizer system 
(SDS) and portions of ezisting plant liquid radwaste dispocal systems to 
decontaminate reactor co~lant. The !IF processing system cons~sts of a 
submeroible pump located inside the IIF which transfers water from the IIF through 
the SDS to a reactor coolant bleed holdup tank. Reactor coolant grade water is 
concurrently returned to the reactor vessel from a second bleed tank by a waste 
tra~afer pump to maintain the RCS level. 

2.1 Detailed System Description 

~e !IF processing system uses a commercially available, submersible pump 
(IIF Processing Pump, DWC-P-1) to transfer reactor coolant from the IIF, 
through the SDS to a reactor coolant bleed holdup tank. This detailed 
system description assumes that reactor coolant bleed holdup tank A 
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(WDL-T-lA) is being used for makeup and that tank C (WDL-T-lC) is receiving 
letdown from the SDS. However the roles of these tanks may be reversed. 
The pump is supported from the IIF and takes suction approximately 2 1/2 
feet above the reactor vessel flange. 

The discha~ge of the pump connects to the fuel transfer canal drain manifold 
by means of a 1 1/2 inch ID rubber hose having quick-dicconnect fittings 
with two-way shutoff at each end. The manifold serv.es as a tie-in point for 
three systems: the reactor building basement pump system. the fuel transfer 
canal drain system. and the IIF processing system. Double isolation of the 
IIF processing system fro~ these two systems is provided by disconne~tion of 
the remaining two hoses from the manifold and by closure of the branch 
valves. From the manifold the system uses an existing flow path through 
reactor building penet:ation R-626. fuel handling building penetration 1551. 
and the SDS to WDL-T-lC. 

Makeup to the RCS is accomplished by ttansferring reactor coolant grade 
water to the reactor vessel by tile n~rmal makeup flow path: from WDL-T-lA 
via a vast~ transfer pump and an existing flow path thr~ugh the liquid waste 
disposal and makeup systems to a cold leg of the reactor vessel. 

The IIF processing system may be operated continuously (exclusive of 
administrative requirements such as RCS leak rate checks) until bleed tank A 
is drained to the desired level. The roles of bleed tanks A and C may then 
be reversed by properly realigning valves. Before transferring water to the 
Res. however. bleed tank C ~st be recirculated and sampled according to 
plant operating procedures. Tank recirculation and sampling is assumed to 
take appro~imately 2 days which results in a maximum system availability of 
70%. ~o simultaneous transfer of water is permitted to the bleed tan~ being 
used for RCS makeup . 

2.2 System Performance Characteri&tics 

The original goal of this system vu, to achieve a flow rate of 30 gpm 
through the SDS (see Appendix 2 of Reference 1). Upon review of the SDS it 
vas determined that this flow could not be practically obtained. Therefore. 
the IIF processing pump was selected based on having a shutoff head 
approximately equal to the design pressure (150 psi&) of the SDS with 
flow/head characteristics in the range of 0-30 gpm that will maximiz~ the 
flow through the SDS. It is expected that flow through the SDS will not 
exceed 15 gpm and will normally average 10-12 gpm. 

2.3 Instrumentation and Control 

n.e IIP processing system may be operated in either an automatic or a manual 
level control mode. 

RCS level monitoring for input to the IIF processing system operation is 
provided by the "bubbler" system described in Reference 2. The RCS level in 
the IIF can be maintain~d automatically by valve HU-V9. The control signal. 
to valve HU-V9 is provided by the bubbler system through proportional 
controller RC-LIC-102 which is located on control room panel SPC-PNL-3. 
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The IIF processing system may also be operated in the manual level c~ntrol 
mode. In this mode the previously described flowpath will still be used . 
Makeup flow will be manually balanced to match letdown flow to maintain RCS 
level. 

The bubbler also has high and low level alarm points to prevent an 
uuacceptable increase or decrease in the water level. In the event of a 
high or low level alarm, makeup and letdown are both automatically 
terminated by closure of valves WDL-V40 and FCC-V003. Closure of valve 
FCC-V003 automatically trips the IIF proc~ssing pump. Level indication and 
high and low level audible and visual alarms are provided locally on the 
bubbler control panel as well as remotely on the SDS panel in the fuel 
handling building and on SPC-PNL-3 in the main control room. Emergency stop 
switches are provided at the IIF to close valves FCC-V003 and WOL-V40 
thereb~ stopping flow to and from the IIF. 

2.4 System Physical Arrangement 

The l iF pump is supported by the IIF Lnd will be installed with the IIF. 
~ne fuel transfer ~~nal drain manifold is located in the reactor building on 
the 347'-6" elevatl Jn near reactor building penetration R-626 location at 
the ~orth end of the reactor building. Approximately SO feet of 1 1/2" inch 
rubber bose will connect the !IF pump to the manifold. The hose is routed 
along the edge of the fuel transfer canal at the 347'-6" elevation. 

2.5 Normal Operation 

To start the IIF processing system the following conditions must be met: 
valves must be aligned to permit flow from a bleed tank through the waste 
transfer pump to a reactor vessel cold leg, the SDS cust be configured for 
reactor coolant processing, the automatic trip switches must be in the 
not-blocked position, the basement pump system and the fuel transfer canal 
drain system must be isolated by valve closure and hose disconnection at the 
fuel transfer canal drain aanifold, and the bleed tank being used for makeup 
must contain reactor coolant grade water. 

IIF processing is begun by starting the waste transfer pump and opening 
valve WDL-V40. Valve FCC-VOOl is opened fro= SDS control panel C~-PNL-1, 
vhich automatically starts the IIF processing pump transferring vater to the 
SDS. Flow then vill be manually balanced or automatically controlled by 
HU-V9 to maintain the RCS level in the IIF. 

2.6 Additional Design Features 

The system has incorporated tvo hand switches (DWC-HIS-lA and 
DWC-HIS-1266-1) vhich are located on SDS control panel CN-PNL-1 which can be 
used to block automatic shutdown of the system for high or low levels. 
These switches will allow the operators to fill or drain the IIF to the 
desired water level as needed. These switches must be in the not-blocked 
position for operation of the IIF processing system in the automatic or 
manual level control mode. 
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Relocation of the IIF pump within the IIF may be required to avoid 
interferences with post head removal activities. By using flezible hose 
with two~my shutoff quick disconnect couplings on the pump discharge, and 
the overlapping hanger design for the pump support, movement of the pump can 
Le accomplished using overhead material handling equip~ent. 

2.7 Systems Directly Supporting the IIF Processing System 

2.7.1 Fuel Transfer Canal Pill and Drain System (FCC system) 

The IIF processing system ties into the fuel transfer canal drain 
manifold inside the reactor building. Valve FCC-V003 terminates 
letdown from the IIF when closed manually or on alarm level signal 
from the bubbler system. Closure of valve FCC-V003 automatically 
trips the IIF processing pump. 

2.7.2 Hake Up and Purificdtion System (HU system) 

The HU system provides the flow path froo the liquid waste disposal 
system to the reactor vessel. For automatic level control makeup 
valve HU-V9 acts as the flow controller to maintain RCS level based 
on level indication from the bubbler system. Manual level control 
is achieved by positioning valves in the HU systeo to ensure makeup 
flow matches letdown flow. 

2.7.3 Reactor Coolant Level Monitoring System (Bubbler system) 

The bubbler system provides RCS level indication and is required for 
operation of the JIF p:ocessing system. In the automatic level 
control mode flow to the IIF is £utomatically controlled based on 
IIF water level sensed by the bubbler. In both the 8Utooatic and 
manual level control mode the bubbler system will terminate supply 
and discharge flows automatically in the event of unacceptable water 
level in the IIF. The bubbler system will not initiate makeup from 
a bleed tank, but will only adju3t flow once the IIF processing 
system is operating. 

2.7.4 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

The IIF processing system transfers reactor coolant from the IIF to 
the SDS for decontamination. The safety function of the RCS is to 
maintain a sufficient volume of adequately borated water for decay 
heat removal and for maintenance of subcriticality of the core. In 
addition the reactor coolant nerves as a water shield for the 
radiation sources inside the vessel. The RCS level will be 
maintained within a controlled range during operation of the IIF 
processing sys~em. 
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2.7.5 Submerged Demineralizer System (SDS) 

The IIF proc~saing system uses the SDS as the means of 
decontaminating the reactor coolant. The SDS is comprised of a 
liqui d waste processing system, an off gas system, a monitLring and 
s~pling system, and a solid waste handling system. The liquid 
waste processi~g system uses sand type filters for the removal of 
solids And a aeries of ion exchange columns for the removal of 
soluble contamina~ ~s. SDS effluent i£ returne~ to a bleed tank 
which is not being used for makeup . The off gas system collects, 
filters and absorbs radioactive gases during processing, sampling, 
dewatering and spent SDS liner venting. The sampling system 
provides the capability of obtaining samples of reactor coolant at 
several pointe in the processing stream. The solid waste handling 
system is provided for moving, dewatering, storing and loading of 
filters and demineralizer vessels. The operatiou of the SDS is 
described in Reference 1. 

2. 7.6 EPICOR II System 

The EPICOR II system will be used to remove antimony-125 from the 
reactor coolant if this isotope becomes a significant dose 
contributor for workers on the IIF. This syst~m will be used for 
reactor coolant processing on a batch basis only. Water pruceased I 1 
by EPICOR II will be chemically adjusted before being used as RCS 
makeup. 

2.7.7 Liquid Waste Disposal System (WDL system) 

The WDL system components used to support the IIF processing system 
are the reactor coolant bleed hol dup tanks, the waste transfer 
pumps, and the flow path from the bleed tanka to the makeup system . 
Vftlve WDL-V40 also provides automatic termination of makeup in the 
event of a high or low level alarm signal from the bubbler system. 

2.8 Other Systems Required to Support the IIF Processing System 

2.8.1 Mini-Decay Heat Removal System (HDH system) · 

During IIF processing system operation decay heat removal from the 
core will be ~y the loss-to-ambient cooling mode. However, should 
forced circulation of reactor coolant through the core be required, 
the HDH system will provide this capability. In addition, the MDH 
system is capable of injecting borated water into the RCS to assure 
that the reactor coolant will be maintained vilhin the required 
boron concentration limits. 

2.8.2 Standby Reactor Cool~t Pressure Control System (SPC system) 

During IIF processing system operation, the SPC system is capable ~f 
injecting borated water into the RCS to assure that reactor coolant 
will be maintained within the required boron concentration limits. 
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3.0 Safety Concerns 

3.1 General 

The llF processing system will be operated in accordance with detailed 
approved procedures. To assure that the system can be operated safely. an 
evaluation of safety consideratioua vas made. The safety issues identified 
were 

o decay heat removal 
o boron dilution 
o radiological considerations. 

These issues are discussed below. Safety issues related to the operation of 
the SDS are identified and evaluated in Reference 1. 

3.2 Decay Heat Removal 

During operation of the IIF processing aystem the RCS level will be 
aaintained well above the plenum cover plate elevation. In the past the 
bulk RCS temperature has been maintained at leas than lOOOF by the 
loss-to-ambient cooling mode with the water level belcv the plenum cover 
plate. Therefore no reduction in ~ecay heat removal capability is expected 
during IIF processing system operation. 

In the event that the water level decreases and the low level alarm trip 
should fail. the RCS level could only ~e lowered to the pump auction point 
approximately 2 1/2 feet above the plenua cover plate. which. ia above the 
reactor vessel nozzles. Adequate decay heat removal capability baa been 
demonstrated for the RCS level lowered to the nozzles (Attachment l of Ref. 
2). Therefore it can be concluded that adequate decay heat removal 
capability will be available in the event of failure of level control and 
low level trip. 

3.3 Boron Dilution 

The THI-2 core is maintained in ita safe ahutdovn condition by virtue of :he 
soluble boron present in high concentrations in the reactor coolant. The I 2 
reactor coolant tempe=ature and chemistry will be maintained within 
Technical Specification liaita during llF processing. The only credible wey 
the RCS boron concentration could be ~banged in an uncontrolled manner 
during liF processing system operation is by the dilution of the reactor 
coolant with water that is either unborated or borated below the operazing 
level. 

To provide adequate assurance that a return to criticality of the fuel is 
precluded. measures haye been taken to prevent the reduction of boron 
concentration. to detect a reduction in boron concentration, and to provide 
the capability to restore the reactor coolant to the operating boron 
concentration. 

Methods for prevention. detection and mitigation of a boron dilution event 
are examined in detail in the report entitled "Hazards Analysis: Potential 2 
for Boron Dilution of Reactor Coolant System" (Ref 5). Appendix D of this 
reference applies to changes in boron dilution scenarios presented by the 
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operation of the liP processing system. Reactor coolant sampling 
frequencies as given in the reference shall be implemented baaed on a 
ainimum acceptable boron concentration of ~350 ppm (see reference 6). 

3.4 Radiological Considerations 

3.4.1 Normal Operations 

The liP processing system is designed to provide increased water 
processing capability during the period between bead removal and 
plenum removal. This increased capability is required to reduce 
radioactive contamina~ts in the RCS and to thereby reduce radiation 
doce rates for workers on and around the IIF. 

The RCS level in the IIF will be D4inta1ned above the control rod 
guide tubes to provide adequate shielding oi the strong plenum 
source. Reducing the radioactivity in the water will further reduce 
dose rates for workers on the IIF. 

Without RCS processing the concentration of radioactive contaminants 
in the coolant increases. The concentration of cesium-137 reached 
levels of 6-8 ~Ci/ml after several months without processing with 
the RCS in the drained down condition. It is a goal to have reactor 
coolant concentrations at approximately 1 ~Ci/ml at the time of 
head removal. Based on the capability of the SDS with the IIF 
processing system operating at 10 gpm, reactor coolant 
concentrations of 0.1 ~Ci/ml and lover may be achieved. This is 
based on a system availability of 70%, which accounts for bleed tank 
recirculation and sample time. 

Calculated radiation dose rates are used here to illustrate the 
benefits which may be attained by reducing the radioactive materials 
in the coolant. Based on data from the underhead characterization 
program, the anticipated dose rate contribution from the plenum and 
the reactor coolant in the liP have been calculated. ~be dose rate 
increases for workers on the liP cover were calculated assuming that 
the IIF CQVer holds 1 inch of lead shielding and that the water 
level in the IIF is 5' above the vessel flange. Hote that 
decreasing the water level in the liP decreases the shielding of the 
plenum and results in an increase in dose rate. The increases in 
general area dose rates were calculated for before the IIF 
processing system is available, i.e., vitb a reactor coolant (RC) 
concentration of l ~Ci/ml, and after liP processing har been 
operating, i.e., with an RC concentration of 0.1 ~Ci/ml. The 
contrilution from the plenum ~as based on the information contained 
in Reference 4. These dose rate increases are shown below. 

RC cesium:..l37 
concentration 

0.1 ~Ci/ml 
1.0 ~Ci/ml 
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Dose rate on !IF cover 
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During plenum inspection tasks workers may remove shielding plates 
from the IIF cover to provide tool and ·camera access iuto the 
vessel. Dose rates calculated as above, but assuming no shielding 
from the IIF cover, are given below. 

RC cesium-137 
concentration 

0.1 ~Ci/ml 
1.0 ~Ci/ml 

Dose rate above opening in IIF 
cover (excluding background) 

120 millirem/hr 
610 millirem/hr 

The entire IIF processing system has been examined for radiological 
impact to the reactor building environment. Considering the long 
hose lengths which vill carry reactor coolant through the reactor 
building, the potential increase in general area dose rates due to 
this new source vas evaluated. The following dose rates were 
calculated and show that the increase in worker exposures due to the 
hoae is negligible. 

RC ceaium-137 
concentration 

0.1 ~Ci/a! 
1.0 ~Ci/ml 

Dose rate 4' from hose 
(excluding background} 

0.1 millirem/hr 
1.0 millirem/hr 

Calculated dose rates do not consider any isotope in the reactor 
coolant except cesium-137. Other isotopes vhich may contribute 
significantly to gamma dose rates are cesium-134 and antimony-125. 
The cesium-134 concentration is normally an order of magnitude leas 
thftn that of cesium-137. Antimony-125 is not ·removed from the 
coolant with a reliable decontamination factor by the SDS ·in ita 
current configurati~n. However the dose rate for antimony-125 is 
less than that of cesium-137 for a given concentration. Current 
concentrations of antimony-125 are approximately 0.2 ~Ci/ml. In 
addition, if antimony-125 i~ the reactor coolant becouea a 
significant dose contributor to vorkera on the IIF cover, the !IF 
processing system may be used to transfer water to the EPICOR II 
system in a batch proceasi~g mode. EPICOR II vill remove the 
antimony-125 vilh a satisfactory decontamination factor. 

3.4.2 System Failures 

During normal operations the IIF processing system will function to 
reduce dose rates on the IIF cover to miniaize worker exposures. 
However, to provide assurance that ayate~ failures vill not result 
in unacceptable radiological conditions, consequences of system 
failures vere examined. Failures vhich could potentially result in 
significant changes in radiological conditions are: 

o hose leakage 
o hose blockage 
o pump failure 
o bubbler failure 
o valve failure 
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Hose breakage or leakage aay occur during IIF processing system 
operation. Hose ia routed in the refueling canal, along the edge of 
the caaal at the 347'-6• elevation, and along the floor ~t the 
347'-6• elevation to the fuel tranRfer canal drain aanifold at the 
north end of the reactor building. From the manifold, the bose 
leads a short distance directly to the reactor building 
penetration. Leakage from hose linea would either collect in the 
refueling canal or on the !loor at the 347'-6• elevation. 

To prevent possible leak~ge from the hoses all discharge hose and 
pipe will be leak tested in accordance vitb ANSI B3l.l. Periodic 
visual inspection of the hose will be used to assess ita condition. 
The pressure rating of the bose and couplings are higher than the 
IIF processing pump shutoff head (approximately 150 psig). Ao 
emergency shutoff switch ia located on the handrail next to the 
bubbler panel in the reactor building, to atop the system in case of 
bose breakage. Although precautions to prevent hose leakage have 
been taken, it baa been determined that even significant leakage of 
reactor coolant onto the floor or in the canal would not increase 
radiation dose rates enough to prevent access to th~ area for 
cleanup of the spill. Conservative analyses have been done which 
indicate that large puddles of reactor coolant do not result in 
large increases in general area dose rates around the spill. These 
analyses assume cesium-137 concentrations greater than 1 ~Ci/ml. 

In the event the IIF discharge bose ia blocked the effect would be 
similar to closing a valve downstream of FCC-V003. This would 
result in the pump either ehutting down on thermal overload or on 
high level trip. In either case no unacceptable consequence results. 

The pump used in the IIF processing system is a commercially 
available pump which baa been shown to be highly reliable. It is 
expected that tne IIF pump will operate successfully for the 
operational lifetime of the IIF processing system. Howe~er in the 
event ~f failure of the IIF pump the bubbler system will act to 
prevent overflow of the !IF as discussed previously. 

In addition the pump installation has been designed such that 
removal of the pump for repair on replacement can be easily 
accomplished while ainiaizing worker exposures. Specifically, atepo 
to remove the pump are 

o Re~ove the IIF cover shield plate from above the pump location 
o Loosen a single hold down bolt on the pump 
o Lift the pump using overhead lifting equipment. 

In the event of pump failure the water processing capability would 
be greatly reduced, and some increase in radioactivity in the 
coolant aay result. However, since the pump is easily removed and 
the pump ia commercially ~vailable, this reduction in water 
processing cap~bility would be minimized. 
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Bubbler system failures aay cause one of two accident conditions: 
overflow of the IIF or reduction of the RCS level to the pump 
suction level. It should be noted that for the RCS level to go 
outside of the alarm aetpoint levels there •ust be tvo independent 
instrumentation failures in the bubbler system during the automatic 
level control mode. Based on the reliability of these instruments 
this is an extremely unlikely event. 

The bubbler system is designed as an Important to Safety system. 
Testing of all components will be performed prior to installation in 
the reactor building. Instrumentation is accurate to within 
+ 3 inches of water. Redundant level monitoring instrumentation is 
available (RC-LT-100) and is also equipped with setpoints which will 
sound an alarm in the control room in the case of unacceptable water 
level. RC-LT-100 baa no control function over the IIF processing 
system, but will provide level indication in the control room and 
will alert operators to a potential overflow or low level condition. 

vverflow of the IIF will not cause radiological conditions which 
would prevent access to the area for cleanup operations. All 
~verflow from the IlF would be contained in the refueling canal. If 
IlF overflow ia indicated by level monitoring instrumentation, the 
canal area can be easily monitored by closed circuit TV from areas 
outside the reactor building, so that IIF overflow could be verified 
and terminated. If a large overflow did occur, the fuel transfer 
canal drain system could be started to pump out the canal . Entry 
into the reactor building to connect the canal drain system to the 
manifold would not be precluded by reactor coolant in the canal, and 
airborne radioactivity would be no worse than that experienced when 
big~ activity water vas present in the reactor building basement. 
An emergency stop switch located in the reactor building could be 
use~ to terminate overflow from the IIF. 

The pumping of the IIF dovn to the pump auction point would reduce 
the water shield over the tops of the control rod guide tubes. The 
top of the pump auction is located at appro%im4tely the 325'-4• 
elevation. The top of the control rod guide tubes is at 
approximately the 324'-4• elevation. Therefore there exists 
approximately 12 inches of water above the guide tubes. This 12 
inches of water along vith the liP cover, which consists of 3/4 
inches of steel and approximately 1 inch of lead, still provides 
adequate shielding of the plenum source to pe~it access to the IIF 
cover. 

Valves cont :~lled by the bubbler system are HU-V9, used only during 
the automatic level control mode, WDL-V40 and FCC-VOOJ. Failure of 
the controller ~alve HU-V9 may result in change of RCS level. 
However if an alarm level is reac~ed the IIF processing syatem 
operation is automatically terminated. Valves FCC-VOCJ and WDL-V40 
will both fail cloYed on the loaa of air or electricity. Closure of 
valve FCC-V003 automatically trips the liP proceasing pump, and the 
closure of WDL-V40 would simply terminate makeup which would soon 
cause a lov level alarm condition and a termination of processing. 
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3.4.3 Dose Assessment 

The dose asaeasement for operating the SDS in conjunction vith the 
llF processing system is given in Appendix 2 of Reference 1. No 
increase in release of airborne radioactivity to the reactor 
buildJug atmosphere or from the reactor building to the environment 
fr~m use of the llF processing system is expected. ln fact 1 the IIF 
processing system will help reduce the reactor coolant radioactive 
uterials concentration which ehould llinimize any airborne 
radioactivity release from the RCS in the reactor building. 

3.4.4 ALARA 

A major goal in the design of the IIF processing system baa been to 
assure that radiation exposure to workers is maintained as low as is 
reasonably achievable. The purpose of the IIF processing system is 
to reduce radioactive aaterials in the reactor coolant and thereby 
reduce radiation dose rates for workers on and around the IIF. 
Specific design features for the llF processing system were 
incorporated to implement the ALARA concep:. These features have 
been discussed previously and are summarized below. 

o The liP pump is desi~ed to b~ installed vith the IIF 
illmediately after bead cemoval. This elillinates the need for 
personnel access to the IIF cover for this purpose before 
reactor coolant cleanup. 

o The IIF pump is a commercially available model. vhich requires 
abort lead time if replacement becomes necessary, and thereby 
ainillizes the amount of U .me vith reduced water processing 
capability. 

o The llF pump is equipped :~th lifting eyes and a single hold 
down bolt to simplify removal or movement, vhich permits 
operational flexibility. 

o Sufficient h~ae to the pump is provided to allov relocation of 
the pump if post bead removal activities require it. 

o Evaluation of impact ~n reactor building dose rates due to the 
bose routing was performed to assure minimal increase in the 
general area dose rates, and hoses vill be routed to aax!mize 
diata~ce to vork areas anQ to take advantage of existing 
structures for shielding as much as possible. 

o Failures of the llF processing system components vill not 
result in unacceptable radiological conditions for workers in 
the reactor building. 

All work performed in the reactor building is reviewed by the 
Radiological Controls Department and is evaiuated to assure that 
personnel radiati~n exposures are minimized according to eatabliahed 
procedures. 
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In-containment work required by the operation of the IlF processing 
system involves bose disconnections at the fuel transfer canal drain 
manifold. Realignment of the flow path to the SDS is expected to be 
infrequent. All hose connections are equipped vitb quick disconnect 
fittings to facilitate connection and disconnection, which will 
min.imize time require1 . 

4.0 l0CrR50.59 Evaluation 

According to 10CFR50, paragraph 50.59, the bolder of an operating license may make 
changes to the facility ~r perform a test or experiment, provided the change, teat 
or experiment does not involve a cha~ge in the plant technical specifications or 
an unreviewed aafety question. A proposed change lnvolves an unreviewed safe t y 
question a) if the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or 
aalfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the safety 
&D3lysis report may be increased, or b) if a possibility for an accjdent or 
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the safety 
analysis report aay be created, or c) if the margin of safety as defined in the 
basis for any technical specification is reduced. 

The operation of the IIF processing system does not present an unrevjewed safety 
question as discussed below. 

a) Accidents presented and analyzed in the IHI-2 Safety Analysis Report, 
Technical Evaluation Reports, Systems Descriptions, and Safety Evaluation 
Reports address events which bound by a vide margin the potential 
consequences of anv planned or postulated unplanned event that ai~ht occur 
in connection with the operation of the IlF processing system. Potential 
system failures and their consequences are discussed in Section 3.0 of this 
report. 

b) The possibility of an accident or malfunction of a different typP. than any 
previously evaluated in the safety analyses is not created by the operation 
of the llF processing system. The IIF processing system is essentially a 
liquid radioactive waste system used to maintain the reactor coolant at 1~ 
specific activities. As such the possibility of an accident or malfunction 
is of the same type as previously evalusted for other liquid radioactive 
waste systems, including the SDS. Since the potential source term in the 
RCS to ~e processed by the IIF processing ayatem is much smaller than other 
liquid radioactive waste streams processed by SDS, any consequences of 
accidents or aalfunctiona would be bounded by a large margin by other safety 
analyses. 

c) Operation of the liF processing system does not result in a reduction in the 
margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technical specification. 
Possible releases of radioactive effluents to the env!:c::ent will be 
bounded by a large aarAin by those resulting from t he use of the SDS for 
cleanup of the reactor building basement water which vas constrained by 
Appendix B of the Technical Specifications. 

Baaed on the above the operation of the llF processing system does ~ot 
present an unreviewed safety question. No change in plant technical 
specifications is required by operation of the liF processing system. 
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5.0 Co~cluaiona 

Baaed on the safety evaluations contained in this report the following provisions 
have been deaonatrat~d. 

u Adequate aeaaures for the prevention of an RCS boron dilution event vill be 
taken. 

o Adequate detection capability exists in the unlikely event that a boron 
dilution event does occur. 

o Subcriticality of the core vill be maintained. 

o Occupational exposures will be maintained as low as is reasonably achievable. 

o Radiological consequences of system failures are acceptable. 

o Activities addressed do not present an unreviewed safety question . 

In conclusion, the operation of the IIF processing system does not present undue 
risk to the health and safety of the public. 
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